Letters Awarded To Athletes For Work On Teams

Twelve Men Presented With the Straight "T"; Twenty Others Also Honored

In recognition to their performances in the sports in which they have participated during this season, thirty-two men were awarded letters of varying degrees. The letters were varied in accordance to the value to the Engineer varsity were given letters of varying degrees. The sports in which they have participated varied from tennis, track, bowling, and wrestling.

The Straight "T" was awarded to two swimmers, Louis Flanders, Jr. '33, and Howell T. Lykes '32. Both of these men were presented with the letter "T" for their efforts.

Twelve Men Presented With the Straight "T".

- Dick Bell, Technology's star sprinter, was given the Straight "Tt" for his work on the track.
- Glenn Johnson '34, H. L. Johnson '32, and Adam of the Institute, the straight "T". These men were rewarded for their work on the track.
- Sophomore trackmanl was given the Straight "Tt" for his efforts also. The tech- mnen were awarded the letter "TaTm". They included Mulliken '32, H. Rees Schwarz '34, Wil- "Tnpt men were awarded the letter "TaTm".

Straight "T" for Trackmen

Three gymnasts were presented with the straight "T" for their performance on the Tech University gym team. These men were Dick Bell, Technology's star sprinter, and two other men who received the straight "Tt".

In recognition to their performance in relay race, John W. Jewett '32, Alfred A. Hudson Jr., R. M. Lewis '34, and R. Rafter '32. These men were given the Straight "T" for Basketeers.

Letters Awarded

Five of the Institute's fighters were rewarded with the "bTt" for their work in the varsity. These included Dick Bell, Technology's star sprinter, and other men who received the Straight "IT" for their work.
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DATE CHOSEN FOR SPRING ELECTIONS

The Institute Committee has officially approved Saturday, April 23, as the day on which nominations for class officers will close, and Wednesday, April 27, as the day for elections. At this time all class officers for the next academic year will be selected.

While no definite statement on electioneering has yet been issued by the Institute Committee, this matter is scheduled for discussion at the meeting Monday afternoon. When the elections commence, the committee will be permitted this spring.

YALE TO BE FIRST FOE OF ENGINEERS

scheduled to meet Yale on the 23d, the Technology swimmers are undergoing some real training. Bill Hamlin is putting the various crews hard during their afternoon workouts and his efforts are having a very noticeable effect on their performance. Several time trials have been held over the Henley distance, and though the actual results are withheld, it is apparent around the boathouse that they have proved far from disappointing.

The training schedule as it now stands calls for two practices a day during the vacation. Coach Holton plans to get the men on the basis by about 11 o'clock in the morning and 3 o'clock in the afternoon. Besides the workmen who have proved so essential to mechanics on Memorial Drive, the hard-working swimmers have been taking care of the university, especially to the University Hospitals Group.
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